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Abstract
In Grid systems, users may require assurance for completing their jobs on shared resources. Such guarantees
can only be provided by reserving resources in advance. In
this paper, we introduce an elastic reservation model, where
users can query about a resource availability on a given
time interval. They can also provide a reservation duration
time and/or number of compute nodes needed as soft constraints to the query. Next, we provide an adapted version
of an on-line strip packing algorithm, that takes into a consideration of resource utilization when processing reservation requests. We evaluate our algorithm with a real workload trace and show that the proposed algorithm manages a
higher resource utilization and number of acceptance compared to an ad-hoc rigid approach.

1 Introduction
Grid [11] and peer-to-peer (P2P) [20] network technologies enable the aggregation of distributed resources for
solving large-scale and computationally-intensive applications. These technologies are well-suited for Bag-of-Tasks
(BoT) applications [8], wherein each application consists
of independent tasks or jobs [1]. Some projects such as
Nimrod-G [6], Gridbus Broker [28], and SETI@home [2]
utilize these technologies to schedule compute-intensive
parameter-sweep applications on available resources [25].
Managing various resources and applications scheduled
in highly dynamic Grid environments is a complex and challenging process. Resource management is not only about
scheduling large and compute-intensive applications, but
also the manner in which resources are allocated, assigned,
and accessed. In most scheduling systems, submitted jobs
are initially placed into a queue if there are no available resources. Therefore, there is no guarantee as to when these
jobs will be executed. This causes problems in time-critical

or parallel applications, such as task graph, where jobs may
have interdependencies.
Advance Reservation (AR) is the process of requesting
resources for use at specific times in the future [24]. Common resources that can be reserved or requested are compute nodes and network bandwidth. AR in a scheduling
system solves the above problem by allowing users to gain
simultaneous and concurrent access to adequate resources
for the execution of such applications [27]. Currently, several Grid systems are able to provide AR functionalities,
such as GARA [12] and ICENI [18].
In order to reserve the available resources in such AR
systems, a user must first submit a request by specifying a
series of parameters such as number of resources needed,
and start time and duration of his/her jobs [16]. Then, the
system checks for the feasibility of this request. If one or
more parameters can not be satisfied, then the request is
rejected. Hence, this approach is known as an inelastic or
rigid method, because these parameters are hard constraints
that do not permit the system any modifications.
Consequently, the user may resubmit new requests with
modified existing parameters, such as a different start time
and/or duration until available resources can be found.
However, this approach will have a negative impact in increasing the communication overheads between users and
the resource. Moreover, it will also degrade the performance of the resource in managing many incoming requests
due to previously rejected ones. Finally, if such a solution
is found, it might not be a good one since it only looks for
the first available resources. As a result, it will cause fragmentations of AR jobs, which leave behind many gaps of
idle time among them. Hence, resource utilization will be
significantly lowered.
To overcome the above problem, we introduce an elastic reservation model, which takes into a consideration of
resource utilization when processing reservation requests.
With this model, users can query about the resource availability on a given time interval. They can also provide a
reservation duration time and/or number of compute nodes

(CNs) needed as soft constraints to the query. Then, the resource will give the users an offer and/or a list of alternative
ones if these constraints can not be met. This approach allows a flexibility to the users to self-select or choose the best
option in reserving their jobs according to their Quality of
Service (QoS) parameters. We adapted an existing on-line
strip packing algorithm [9, 17] for this approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes an overview of the proposed elastic AR model.
Section 3 explains the on-line strip packing algorithm in
more details. This algorithm is then evaluated in Section 4
on a real workload trace. Section 5 mentions related work
whereas Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests some
further work to be done.
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In order to reserve compute nodes (CNs) in a resource, a
user needs to submit a reservation request. However, before
making a request, the user can query about it to increase
the chance of getting accepted. This query operation is defined as queryReserv(tis , tie , dur?, numCN ?), where
tis denotes the earliest starting time interval, tie denotes the
latest ending time interval, dur denotes the reservation duration time, numCN denotes the number of CNs to be reserved respectively. The “?” sign indicates that this attribute
is optional one.
Upon receiving the queryReserv() operation, the resource will find a solution or an offer that satisfies both
dur and numCN constraints. Otherwise, these parameters are treated as soft constraints and a list of alternative
offers are given. The list is defined as of f erList[ ] =
{ of f er(ts , te , numCN )+ }, where ts denotes start time,
te denotes end time, and + denotes one or more occurrences
of this tuple. These offers are temporary results generated
from this queryReserv() operation. Hence, the user needs
to select an offer and to send a reserv(ts , te , numCN )
operation for a guarantee. Note that in this paper, we solely
focus on reserving CNs as the type of resource. Moreover,
? and + signs are borrowed from a W3C recommendation
on XML [4].
Figure 1 shows an example of existing reservations, represented as a time-space diagram, in a resource. When a new query from User5 arrives, i.e.
queryReserv(11, 16, 2, 2), the resource checks for any
available nodes within [11, 16] time interval. It founds a
solution, which is of f er(13, 15, 2), that satisfies both dur
and numCN constraints. Then, the user sends a reservation request, i.e. reserv(13, 15, 2), to accept this offer.
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Figure 2. Overall resource model that supports elastic reservation model.

2.2

Resource

Figure 2 shows an open queueing network model of a
resource applied to our work. In this model, there are two
queues: one is reserved for AR jobs while the other one is
for parallel and independent jobs. Each queue stores jobs
waiting to be executed by one of P independent CNs. All
CNs are connected by a high-speed network. The CNs in
the resource can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. In this
paper, we assume that a resource has homogeneous CNs,
each having same processing power, memory and hard disk.
In this model, each resource has a Reservation System
(RS), which is responsible for handling reservation queries
and requests. When a resource receives a reservation query
or request, it searches for availability. More specifically, the
RS checks the data structure for this request. Therefore, the
primary role of the data structure is to store and to update
the information about CNs’ availability as time progresses.
Then, a resource scheduler is responsible for managing incoming jobs and assigning them to available CNs.

2.3

Data Structure

A well-designed data structure provides the flexibility
and easiness in implementing various algorithms. Hence,
some data structures are tailored to specific applications,
e.g. a tree-based data structure is commonly used for ad-
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Figure 3. A representation of storing reservations with a sorted queue and δ = 1.

mission control in network bandwidth reservation [5, 29].
For our model, we use an array-based structure for administering reservations efficiently, as shown in Figure 3.
It is a time-slotted structure, where each slot contains rv,
the number of already reserved CNs, and a linked list for
storing reservations that start at this time. Thus, it partitions dur into slots based on a fixed time interval δ. If dur
spans multiple slots, rv on each of them is updated accordingly. Figure 3 shows how reservations are stored with a
sorted queue and δ = 1 time interval, by using the example
described in Figure 1. For enabling a fast O(1) access to a
particular slot, we use the following formula:
 
t
i=
mod M
(1)
δ
where i is the slot index, t is the request time (in minutes),
and M is the number of slots in the data structure. Note that
in order not to overlap reservation from different months,
we assume that no reservations are made more than one
month in advance. As a result, the data structure can be
reused for the next month interval. Hence, it is only going
to be built once in the beginning.

2.4

Cost

As mentioned previously, in this model we differentiate
jobs based on whether they are using AR or not. Therefore,
the costs for executing these jobs would also be different.
For non-AR jobs, we calculate the running cost as
Cost = dur ∗ numCN ∗ bcost

(2)

where bcost is the base cost of running a job at one time
unit. Intuitively, the cost for jobs that use AR will incur
higher due to the privilege of having guaranteed resources
at a future time. Hence, the running cost for AR jobs is
charged based on the number of reserved slots in the data
structure. More precisely,
CostAR = numSlot ∗ numCN ∗ bcostAR

(3)

where numSlot is the total number of reserved slots, and
bcostAR is the cost of running the AR job at one time slot.
Thus, bcostAR = τ ∗ bcost ∗ δ, where τ is a constant factor
(τ ≥ 1) to differentiate the pricing.

In this section, we describe how to generate suitable offers for AR requests, by using an adapted on-line strip packing (OSP) algorithm for our elastic model. Since no prior
knowledge of AR arrivals is given, the proposed OSP algorithm focuses on finding a solution or alternative offers for
each request. Hence, OSP aims to increase resource utilization and to reduce fragmentations. This problem is similar
to a strip packing problem, where rectangles are coming in
and it is trying to minimize the height of rectangles packed
on one bin. Applying this problem to our model, an AR request represents a rectangle of which width and height are
numCN and dur respectively.
Algorithm 1 shows the proposed OSP algorithm for each
AR request. If the request does not specify any duration
time, then OSP sets the dur parameter to be δ by default
(line 4). Similarly, numCN = 1 if the value of numCN is
not given (line 5). If both parameters are specified in the request, the OSP algorithm considers them as hard constraints
and aims to find a solution. Otherwise, dur and numCN
are treated as soft constraints and OSP only gives a list of
suitable offers. The boolean variable needSol is used to
notify such a case (line 1–3).
After getting these constraints, OSP obtains a list of consecutive slots from the data structure within [tis , tie ] interval (line 8). We define a consecutive slot to be a sequence of slots with the same number of f reeCN , i.e.
maxCN − slot.rv, where maxCN with the maximum
number of CNs. Thus, it reduces the total number of slots
needed for searching available CNs. Then, OSP ranks
them in an increasing order of f reeCN (line 10), so that
indexRank[i] indicates the index of a slot with the (i + 1)th low f reeCN in slotList. It follows such that
slotList[iA].f reeCN ≤ slotList[iB].f reeCN
where iA = indexRank[i], iB = indexRank[i + 1], and
i = 0, . . . , size − 1.
Since OSP searches for a possible reservation based on
indexRank[ ] (line 12–13), it targets at a slot which represents a local minima, such that f reeCN at this point becomes all busy in a best scenario. However, the local minima still needs to pass the numCN parameter (line 14).
Then, OSP tests for the dur or ts (total slots needed) constraint (line 15–42). The current slot is expanded to the
left as long as previous slots satisfy the numCN constraint
(line 19–27). Likewise, the slot is expanded to the right side
if more slots are needed (line 28–36). Next, this slot and the
expanded ones are grouped to become a new offer. Subsequently, this offer is added to of f erList (line 37–38).
This offer is within [head, tail] slot interval in the data
structure and has minCN free CNs. If the total number of
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if (dur 6= φ) and (numCN 6= φ) then
needSol ← true;
else needSol ← f alse;
// initialize with a default value
if (dur == φ) then dur ← δ;
if (numCN == φ) then numCN ← 1;
of f erList[ ] ← φ;
ts ← get total slot(dur); // total slots needed
slotList[ ] ← f ind consecutive slot(tis , tie );
size ← get size(slotList);
// size of list

slots, totSlot, from this offer meets the ts and needSol objectives, then it is marked as a solution (line 39–42). Moreover, the f ound sol() function moves this offer to the top
of the list to become the first choice (line 40). The order of
offers in the list can be sorted based on policies of the resource. Once all offers have been created, OSP applies the
total cost to them (line 44).
As a result, the OSP algorithm returns a solution and/or
a list of offers for the given reservation request. Then, the
user decides or self-selects one of these offers according to
his/her QoS parameters. Moreover, the user is given the
flexibility to reduce dur and/or numCN of an offer. Overall, the time complexity for this OSP algorithm is O(n2 )
where n is the number of consecutive slots.
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// rank slotList[ ] in the increasing order
// of f reeCN and returns its indices
indexRank[ ] ← get sorted index( slotList[ ] );

4 Performance Evaluation

Algorithm 1: The OSP algorithm for an elastic AR model.
Input: queryReserv(tis, tie , dur, numCN )
Output: of f erList[ ] or a list of offers, including a
solution (if found)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

// a loop to search for offers
for (i = 0) to (size − 1) do
index ← indexRank[i];
// current index
slot ← slotList[index];
// current slot
// skips the rest and increments i
if (slot.f reeCN < numCN ) then continue;
head ← indexRank[i];
// starting index
tail ← indexRank[i];
// ending index
totSlot ← slot.numSlot; // total slot found
minCN ← slot.f reeCN ; // lowest f reeCN
// look at previous slots (left side)
for (l = index − 1) to (l ≥ 0) do // decrement
f reeCN ← slotList[l].f reeCN ;
if (f reeCN < numCN ) or (totSlot ≥ ts) then
break;
end
head ← l;
// starts from this slot
totSlot ← totSlot + slotList[l].numSlot;
minCN ← min(f reeCN, minCN );
end
// look at next slots (right side)
for (r = index + 1) to (r ≤ size − 1) do
f reeCN ← slotList[r].f reeCN ;
if (f reeCN < numCN ) or (totSlot ≥ ts) then
break;
end
tail ← r;
// ends until this slot
totSlot ← totSlot + slotList[r].numSlot;
minCN ← min(f reeCN, minCN );
end
of f er ← make of f er(head, tail, totSlot, minCN );
of f erList[ ] ← add of f er(of f erList[ ], of f er);
// found a solution
if (totSlot ≥ ts) and (needSol == true) then
of f erList[ ] ← f ound sol(of f er, of f erList[ ]);
needSol ← f alse; break;
end
end
of f erList[ ] ← set cost(of f erList[ ]);
return of f erList[ ];

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, i.e. an On-line Strip Packing (OSP) algorithm, we
compare it to a First Fit (FF) algorithm. Moreover, we introduce a Rigid algorithm as a base comparison. The FF algorithm only looks for the first available CNs within a given
time interval, whereas the Rigid algorithm treats tis , dur
and numCN as hard constraints. Therefore, if no solution
is found, then the Rigid algorithm will reject the request.
Note that only the OSP algorithm provides a list of offers
for this experiment.
For scheduling and running jobs, we incorporate First
Come First Serve (FCFS) and Easy Backfilling (BF) [19]
policy into the above algorithms. Hence, we combine FF
and Rigid algorithm with both FCFS and BF respectively,
and OSP algorithm with BF only. Moreover, all of them use
the same data structure with δ = 5 minutes, and has a fixed
interval length of 30 days. Finally, we set bcost = $0.05 per
minute and τ = 4.
We carried out the performance evaluation by using simulation, because we need to conduct repeatable and controlled experiments that would otherwise be difficult to perform in real Grid testbeds. Therefore, we use GridSim
toolkit [26] by simulating a cluster with maxCN = 64.

4.1

Experimental Setup

We use a workload trace of the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) Blue Horizon obtained from the Parallel Workload Archive [10]. This trace is chosen because it
represents a large number of jobs and contains a mixture of
single and parallel jobs. Note that we only simulate the first
2-weeks period of the trace, which is approximately 3200
jobs, since the original trace was recorded over a two-year
period. We selected 30% of these jobs to use reservation.
Several modifications have also been made to this trace, as
mentioned below:

• If a job requires more than the total CNs of a resource,
we set this job to the maximum number of CNs.
• A request’s starting time is rounding up to the nearest
time interval. For example, if a job requests to start
at time 01:03:05 (hh:mm:ss), then it will be moved to
time 01:05:00.
• A job duration time is within [4 minutes, 28 days]. We
limit the maximum duration time to prevent overlapping reservations from different months. Hence, the
data structure can be reused and built only once.
For the evaluation, we are investigating: (i) the effects
of having an elastic AR model, which include the average
resource utilization, the average revenue generated for running AR jobs, and the number of rejection for reserving
these jobs; (ii) the impact of such model to non-AR jobs,
where we measure the average waiting time they spent in a
queue; and (iii) the degree of such flexibility offered to AR
jobs, where we vary the following parameters:
• book-ahead time, bt , where it is the time difference between tis and the job starting time ts as stated in the
trace. In the experiment, we use bt ∈ {1, 5, 10} hours
prior to ts .
• search limit time, slt , where it is the time added to
the ending time interval. In the experiment, we use
slt ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12} hours.
• time interval, ti, where it is the time period where a
job needs to be reserved. We define the starting time
interval, tis = bt + ts , and the ending time interval,
tie = tis + dur + slt .

4.2

The User’s Selection Policy

As mentioned earlier, a user sends a reservation query
to a resource, and receives a list of offers, of f erList[ ].
Algorithm 2 shows a selection policy of the user when no
solutions are found (line 1–8). The user is willing to accept
an offer by reducing the initial dur and numCN values, by
up to a half or δ and 1 respectively (line 1–2). Hence, the
list is sorted in decreasing order based on the duration time,
i.e. from the longest to the shortest duration time (line 3).
Then, each offer in the list is checked against minDur and
minCN (line 4–7). If no suitable offers are found, then the
user rejects all of them (line 8).
Note that this selection policy is overly simplified and
might not be feasible in real Grid applications. However, we
do this in order to demonstrate the elasticity of the proposed
model and the effectiveness of the OSP algorithm.

Algorithm 2: The selection policy of a user.
Input: of f erList[ ] or a list of offers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

minDur ← max(dur / 2, δ);
minCN ← max(numCN / 2, 1);
of f erList[ ] ← sort decreasing(of f erList[ ]);
for (i = 0) to (size − 1) do
of f er ← of f erList[i];
if is suitable(of f er, minCN, minDur) == true
then return of f er;
end
return φ;
// no suitable offers found

4.3

Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the effects of having an elastic AR model
on the average resource utilization. The result of this figure is influenced by the choice of a good scheduling policy, where BF manages to perform much better than FCFS.
Moreover, having a degree of flexibility in reservation requests allows an additional improvement in most cases.
As expected, Rigid+BF performs worse than FF+BF and
OSP+BF overall, because it treats the input parameters as
hard constraints. Hence, bt and slt do not have any effects
on the Rigid+BF algorithm.
OSP behaves slightly worse to FF for bt = 1 hour since
the starting time interval tis is too short to make any improvements for the resource utilization. However, when
slt ≥ 6 hours, the performance of OSP is improving, and
on average OSP performs better than FF for bt = {5, 10}.
Figure 5 looks at the resource utilization in more details,
as it shows the total consumption of CNs for the entire duration. FF+BF and Rigid+FCFS, as shown in Figure 5 (a)
and (c) respectively, fluctuate frequently throughout. This
condition can be interpreted as having too many fragmentations. In contrast, OSP+BF manages fragmentations better
since AR jobs are assigned to slots within a local minima of
free CNs, as displayed in Figure 5 (b).
As a result, jobs that require many CNs have a higher
probability of being accepted compare to FF+BF and
Rigid+FCFS. Moreover, with an elastic model, users can reduce numCN and/or dur values according to Algorithm 2.
Thus, OSP has the lowest number of rejection as slt increases, as mentioned in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows that by allowing users to select an alternative offer if no solutions are found, this approach
reduces the total number of rejection around 13.50%
(bt = 5, slt = 0) to 77.22% (bt = 10, slt = 12). Hence,
this result translates to more revenue being generated.
Figure 8 shows the average revenue for running AR jobs.
The Rigid algorithm has the lowest revenue due to high
number of rejections as expected. Since AR jobs is charged
higher to run than normal ones, the elastic model has a ma-
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jor advantage in generating more revenues, as mentioned
earlier. This is because, although a solution might not be
found, the user can self-select the given offers.
Figure 9 shows the impact of reservation for non-AR
jobs, in terms of the average waiting time. The impact is
worse when a request has a short time interval, hence no
room for flexibility. As bt becomes larger, OSP+BF manages to minimize the waiting time significantly. If bt is
constant, the waiting time is reduced further if slt becomes
larger in some cases. However, this result is influenced by
the frequency of jobs arrival rate and the choice of a good
scheduling policy, where BF performs better than FCFS.

5 Related Work
Strip packing is a generalization of bin packing [15]. Bin
packing is an NP-hard problem, where it aims to minimize
the number of bins used to store a set of rectangles. Many
variants of bin packing have been proposed by several researchers [3, 21] to find a solution.
A flexible method for reserving jobs in Grids has been
presented [7, 13, 14], where they talk about extending the
reservation time interval or window in order to increase the
success rate. However, they do no provide alternative offers
if the reservation is rejected. On the other hand, the work
done by [22, 23] provides this important functionality.
The fuzzy model introduced by [22] provides a set of pa-

rameters when requesting a reservation and applies speedup
models for finding the alternative solutions. However, no
optimization on the resource utilization is considered.
The model proposed by [23] uses a 3-layered negotiation protocol, where the allocation layer deals with flexible reservations on a particular Grid resource. In this layer,
the authors also used a strip packing method, but the resources are partitioned into different shelves, and each shelf
is associated with a fixed time length, number of CNs and
cost. Hence, the reservation request is placed or offered into
an adjacent shelf that is more suitable. This will lead into
higher resource fragmentations. In contrast, our algorithm
aims at reducing these fragmentations, as shown in Figure 5.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Advance Reservation (AR) in Grid computing is an important research area as it allows users to gain concurrent
access to resources by allowing their applications to be executed in parallel. It also provides guarantees on the availability of resources at the specified times in the future.
In this paper, we introduce an elastic model, which takes
into a consideration of resource utilization when processing
reservation requests. With this model, users can query about
the resource availability on a given time interval. They
can also provide a reservation duration time and/or number
of compute nodes needed as soft constraints to the query.

Then, the resource will give a solution and/or a list of alternative options if these constraints can not be met, by using
an adapted on-line strip packing (OSP) algorithm. This approach enables a degree of flexibility to the users for choosing the best option in reserving their jobs according to their
Quality of Service (QoS) parameters.
We evaluate the performance of the OSP algorithm using a workload trace from San Diego Supercomputer Center. The results showed that OSP accepts more reservations
than First Fit and Rigid, which translate to generating more
revenue for the resource. In addition, OSP maintains a good
level of resource utilization, which is not too far from First
Fit. Finally, the impact of reservations to local jobs can be
minimized significantly by using OSP and receiving queries
with a larger time interval or a higher degree of flexibility.
An extension to this work is to consider a runtime estimation and heterogeneous resources with fault tolerance in
the model. In addition, a further work is needed to implement and to evaluate our algorithm in a real Grid system.
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